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ABSTRACT. Many applications in the oil industry require the efficient simulation of composi-
tional multiphase Darcy flow. Finite volume schemes are often used for this purpose owing to
their low computational cost. However, this requires a discretization of the diffusion operator
which (i) shows good convergence, stability and complexity properties; (ii) can be used on gen-
eral polygonal or polyhedral meshes; (iii) can handle heterogeneous and anisotropic diffusion
tensors. In this work we introduce a new finite volume scheme which guarantees symmetry,
coercivity and convergence on general meshes and for

���
diffusion tensors. The robustness of

the scheme is numerically assessed.
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1. Introduction

Many applications in the oil industry require the simulation of compositional mul-
tiphase Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media: (i) in reservoir modeling, the
compositional triphase Darcy flow simulator is a key tool to predict the production of
a reservoir and optimize the location of the wells; (ii) in basin modeling, composi-
tional multiphase Darcy flow models are used to simulate the migration of oil and gas
phases at geological space and time scales. The flow equations are coupled with mod-
els accounting for basin compaction, temperature evolution and for the cracking of the
source rock into hydrocarborn components. Such models are used at the exploration
stage to predict the location of the reservoirs as well as the quality and quantity of oil
trapped therein; (iii) in the study of geological ����� storage, the compositional multi-
phase Darcy model is coupled with the chemical reactions between the aqueous phase



and the minerals. This allows us to model the physical processes occurring during the
injection phase and to study the long term stability of the storage.

The numerical simulation of such complex phenomena requires a satisfactory rep-
resentation of the domain (mesh), an accurate and robust discretization scheme and an
efficient solution algorithm. The mesh (i) has to accurately describe complex strati-
graphic and structural features such as heterogeneous layers, channels, erosions, and
faults and (ii) must be locally refined around the (possibly deviated or multi-branch)
wells. These requirements are typically fulfilled by combining structured hexahedric
grids with large aspect ratios with locally unstructured meshes. As a consequence, we
often have to deal with non-matching or hybrid transition meshes using Voronoi cells
or pyramids and prisms.

One of the key ingredients in the numerical scheme is the discretization of the
diffusive fluxes in the Darcy law, typically given by �
	����� where 	 denotes the
permeability tensor and �� , ���������������! is the pressure of the water, oil or gas
phase. The principal directions of the permeability field follow the directions of the
stratigraphic layering, often displaying strong heterogeneities between the layers. Ge-
ological features such as channels, faults, conductive faults also lead to strong het-
erogeneities of the permeability field. Other geological features such as fine scale
heterogeneities or extensive fracturing are upscaled up to the flow simulation mesh
leading to full, possibly not aligned permeability tensors with large anisotropic ra-
tios. The discretization should therefore be able to handle heterogeneous anisotropic
permeabilities on complex meshes, resulting in linear systems solvable by means of
preconditioned iterative solvers. The two point approximation of diffusion fluxes cur-
rently used in most commercial simulators yields "$#�%'& consistency errors in the pres-
ence of complex geological properties or for general meshes, and the design of an
efficient discretization scheme satisfying the above requirements is still a challenge.

In this work, we introduce a new finite volume discretization of diffusive fluxes
based on the discrete variational framework developed in [EH 07, EGH 07]. The use
of a subgrid allows us to obtain fluxes only between cells sharing a face, as opposed to
schemes like the one proposed in [EGH 07], for which fluxes are also defined between
pairs of cells whose intersection is of codimension ( . The resulting finite volume
scheme is cell-centered, symmetric and coercive on general polygonal or polyhedral
meshes and anisotropic heterogeneous media, and can be proved to be convergent
even for )+* diffusion coefficients under mild shape regularity assumptions. As in
[EH 07], the scheme makes it necessary to define a local interpolation operator to
approximate the subgrid face unknowns in terms of neighbouring cell unknowns. In
order to account for the jumps of the diffusion coefficients at cell boundaries, it is
proposed to use an L-type interpolator inspired by [AEMN 07, Aav 05]. Extensive
testing on challenging 2D anisotropic diffusion problems shows that the coercivity and
symmetry of the scheme provide additional robustness with respect to the skewness
of the mesh and the anisotropy of the diffusion tensor.



2. Finite volume discretization of compositional multiphase Darcy flow

2.1. Compositional multiphase Darcy flow model

Let us consider a system of ,.- components denoted by / , and ,10 fluid phases
denoted by 2 . For example, for the black oil model we have/435� water, heavy hydrocarbon, light hydrocarbon  6�72839� aqueous, oil, gas  6:
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that all the , - components can be present in
all the , 0 fluid phases and that the temperature is fixed. The saturations ;.� , �<�=2 , are
the volume fractions of the fluid phases, so that > �@?BA ;C�D3E% . We denote by ; the
vector #F;G�1���H�I2J& . Each fluid phase �H�I2 is described by its mass compositionsK � 3L# K �M ��N��O/C& , which satisfy > M ?QP K �M 3L% . The properties of a given phase�R�S2 (density, component fugacities, viscosity) depend on its composition

K � and
on the reference pressure  , which is assumed to be the same for all phases. The
density T � # K � �UV& and the component fugacities W MYX � # K � �UV& , NZ�R/ , are typically
given by an equation of state model. The viscosity will be denoted by [ � # K � �UV& .

Phase equilibrium calculations will determine the number 2 0 of stable fluid phases
present. Observe that 2 0 is a field defined on the computational domain \5]<#Y^@��_`& .
The symmetric positive definite permeability tensor field is denoted by 	 , the poros-
ity field by a and the gravity vector by b . The system of equations accounts for
(i) the mass balance of each component in which Darcy’s law describes the trans-
port of phases; (ii) the phase equilibrium equations governing the mass transfer of the
components between phases; (iii) the pore volume conservation stating that the pore
volume is filled by the present fluid phases.

Component mass balance. This expresses the conservation of the mass c M of each
component Nd�e/ . Letting c M 3 > �@?BAgf T � ; � K �M a , and denoting by h � the multi-
phase Darcy velocity, we havei6j c Mlk div m�n�@?BAgf K �M ho�qpr3ts M �uho�Z3v� T��xwBy{z[ � 	9m'��.�|��Tg�@b}p�� [1]

where w y z1#�~��U;�& are the relative permeabilities, while  � 3I k �-�z}#�~G��;�& denote the
phase pressures related to the reference pressure  by the capillarity laws �-�zC#�~G��;�& .
Phase equilibrium. At each point of the computational domain, it determines the
number of present stable fluid phases 2 0 and govern the mass transfer between phases
stating the equality of component fugacities:� W MYX �Z3RW MYX � � for all �������42 0 �> M ?QP K �M 3v%B� for all ���D2 0 : [2]

The number of phases 2 0 can be obtained either by flash calculations or by a stability
analysis.



Pore volume conservation. This states that the sum of the saturations is one, meaning
that the pore volume is saturated with all present phasesn�@?BA f ; � 35%B: [3]

Different formulations of the system of equations [1], [2], [3] have been proposed,
which differ by the choice of the set of unknowns and equations. The most popular in
the oil industry, introduced in [CTP 98], uses the set of unknowns defined by the pres-
sure  , the compositions

K � �U�R�S2 0 , and the saturations ; � ���t�S2 0 , where 2 0 is
defined by the flash solution. The set of equations accounts for the mass conservation
of the components [1] and the local closure laws [2] and [3], namely����������� ����������

i�j m'aHn�@?BAgf Tg�C# K � �UV&{;C� K �M p k div m�n�@?BAgf � Tg�C# K � ��V&.w6y{z1#�~��U;�&[ � # K � �UV& K �M
	����o#Y k  - z1#Y~G��;�&{&���Tg�C# K � ��V&{bl� p 3ts M � for all N���/��> �g?BA f ;G�$3H%6�> M ?QP K �M 3v%B� for all �<�=2 0 �W M�X �G# K � ��V&.��W M�X � # K � ��V&�3R^@� for all N��o/ , #Y���{�.&J����2 0�� � :

[4]

The main advantage of this formulation is to reduce the nonlinearity of the system
compared with the mass formulation and to allow arbitrary levels of implicitness in
the time integration scheme. This comes at the price of an additional complexity, since
different sets of unknowns are used at each point of the computational domain. The
system is closed with initial and boundary conditions not discussed in what follows
and whose detailed presentation can be found in [CJ 86].

2.2. Finite Volume Discretization

Let ��3�#����{�����x& denote an admissible finite volume discretization of \ , where:

(i) � is a finite family of non-empty connex open disjoint subsets of \ (the “cells”)
such that \�3¡ �¢ ?B£ ¤ . For every ¤ �S� ,

i ¤ 3 ¤|¥¦¤ will denote its boundary and§ ¤ §�¨ ^ its measure.

(ii) � is a finite family of disjoint subsets of \ (the “faces” of the mesh), such
that, for all ©¡�v� , © is a non empty closed subset of a hyperplane of ª�« , which
has #Y¬��S%& -dimensional measure

§ © §�¨ ^ . We assume that, for all ¤ �®� , there
exists a subset � ¢ of � such that

i ¤ 3¯ �°�?B±³²6© and we let ��°H3´� ¤ �®����©��� ¢  . It is assumed that, for all ©H�O� , either ��° has exactly one element and then©Sµ i \ (boundary face ©S���g¶¸·º¹ ) or ��° has exactly two elements ¤ �U» (interior face��¼ ½�¹J¾o©=3 ¤ § » ). We denote by ~!° the center of gravity of the face ©��r� .

(iii) �L3L#Y~ ¢ & ¢ ?B£ is a family of points of \ indexed by � (“the cell centers”)
such that ~ ¢ � ¤ . We assume that each cell ¤ is star-shaped with respect to ~ ¢ .



For all ¤ �r� and ©��r� ¢ , we denote by ¬ ¢ X ° the Euclidean distance between the cell
center ~}¢ and the hyperplane containing the face © , and by ¿�¢ X ° the unit vector normal
to © outward to ¤ . The size of the mesh is defined by À £ 3RÁ{Â@Ã ¢ ?B£ diameter # ¤ & .

The time discretization is defined by the strictly increasing sequence ÄUÅ , ,t�8Æ .
The discrete cell-centered unknowns are identified by the cell subscript ¤ and the time
superscript , : pressure  Å¢ , present fluid phases 2 0 X Å¢ , compositions of the present
fluid phases

K � X Å¢ 3´� K � X ÅMYX ¢ �{N4��/� , �Ç�¡2 0 X Å¢ , and saturations ; Å� X ¢ ���È�¡2 0 X Å¢ .
The average cell porosity is denoted by a ¢ . The cell permeability tensor 	 ¢ , the
relative permeability and capillarity laws w�y{z�É ²q#F;�& and  - zQÉ ²l#F;�& are usually obtained
by upscaling of their fine scale description.

For all Nd��/ and for all ¤ �e� , let c ÅM�X ¢ 3ta ¢�> �g?BA f É Ê² Tg��# K � X Å¢ �� Å¢ &{; Å� X ¢ K � X ÅM�X ¢
be the volumic mass of the component N in the cell ¤ at time Ä Å . The discretization
accounts for the mass conservation of each component N on each cell ¤ using fully
implicit or semi-implicit Euler time integration schemesc ÅQË.ÌMYX ¢ ��c ÅM�X ¢Ä ÅQË.Ì ��Ä Å § ¤ § k

n°�?6Í ¢ n�@?�Î��6ÏY?BA�ÐÑ�6Ï�?BA f É ÒÓ z Ï�ÔT � #
K � X Õ° z �� Õ° z &{w y zQÉ Ó z #Ö; Õ° z &[ � # K � X Õ°'z �U Õ°z & K � X ÕMYX °z@× ÕÑX ÅQË�Ì� X ¢ X ° 3Rs ÅQË�ÌMYX ¢ § ¤ § � [5]

implicitly coupled with the local closure laws,��� �� > �g?BA f É Ê�Ø�Ù² ; ÅQË�Ì� X ¢ 3v%B�> M ?QP K � X ÅQË�ÌM�X ¢ 3v%B� for all �<�=2 0 X ÅQË�Ì¢ �W M�X �G# K � X ÅQË�Ì¢ �� ÅQË�Ì¢ &.�eW M�X � # K �@X ÅQË�Ì¢ �� ÅQË�Ì¢ &�3I^q� for all N���/��C#Y���{��&
����2 0 X ÅQË�Ì¢ � � :
[6]

In [5], × ÕºX ÅBË�Ì� X ¢ X ° is a conservative approximation of the Darcy flux for each phase � at
each face © of the cell ¤ , i.e.,

× ÕºX ÅBË�Ì� X ¢ X °OÚtÛ ° �
	 � �o#F ÅQË�Ì k  - zG#�~��U; Õ &{&���T Õ� X ° b �`Ü , ¢ X °�¬�Ý6: [7]

The approximation is assumed to be conservative, i.e., × ÕÑX ÅQË.Ì� X ¢ X ° k × ÕÑX ÅQË�Ì� X Þ�X ° 3v^ for all
face ©I3 ¤ § »`�S� ¼ ½�¹ . The superscript ß is equal to , k % for fully implicit schemes
and to , for implicit in pressure, explicit in saturations and compositions schemes
(impes). The formulation also allows for implicit in pressure and saturations, explicit
in composition schemes (impsat) provided that the compositions of the fluid phases
are initialized at time , on each cell even for absent phases using, e.g., a negative
flash. At each face ©93 ¤ § »V�O�g¼ ½�¹ , the density T Õ� X ° is an average of the densities
in the neighbouring cells ¤ , and » using, in the case of absent phases at time ß , an
initialization of the compositions at time , .



In order to obtain the stability in space of the discretization scheme, the approxi-
mation of the transport terms in (5) at each face ©43 ¤ § ».�r� ¼ ½�¹ uses the usual “phase”
upstream approximation defined for each phase � by

© � 3 � ¤ � if × ÕÑX ÅQË.Ì� X ¢ X ° ¨ ^q�»{� otherwise.
[8]

Discretization [5], [6] is often refered to as the “coupled discretization”. This is
the most popular approach in the oil industry because it ensures the discrete mass
conservation of all components, and it has also proved to be robust in the presence
of complex physics. Alternatively, operator splitting time integration schemes solving
sequentially for the pressure, saturations and compositions unknowns also exist. If,
on the one hand, they allow us to use more advanced discretizations schemes for each
equation/unknown separately, on the other hand they introduce splitting errors which
may lead to unphysical flow predictions.

2.3. Discretization of diffusion fluxes

Darcy fluxes (7) are derived from diffusive fluxes of type àI3v�
	��xá , where 	 is
the permeability tensor field, and á is a potential function of the space variable ~ — in
our case á.#Y~!&J3H|#�~}& ,  - z1#Y~G�U;
#�~!&�& or â!#�~!& . The finite volume discretization of the
Darcy fluxes amounts to find a conservative discretization of the diffusion equation��� �� àI3v�
	��xá�� in \¦�

div àI3Rs|� in \¦�ár3RãJ� on
i \`� [9]

using the cell centered unknowns áC¢q� ¤ �E� . Alternative approaches such as the
hybrid finite volume scheme [EGH 07], mimetic finite difference schemes (see e.g.
[Bre 05]), or hybrid finite element methods (see e.g. [Kuz 03]) use additional face
unknowns which cannot be locally eliminated in terms of the cell unknowns. For
multiphase flow applications, however, the computational cost may be unacceptable.

Let ä�£ be the function space of piecewise constant functions on each cell ¤ ��� ,
and let us denote by åB£ the function of ä|£ defined by åB£�#�~}&D3Lå ¢ on each cell¤ �r� . The function space ä|£ is equipped with the following discrete ä Ìæ norm (see
[EGH 00]):ç åQ£ ç �è�é 3 n°�ê ¢ Ð Þ ?B±Ñë ì¸í § © § #�åB¢V��å Þ & �¬ ¢ X ° k ¬ Þ�X ° k n¢ ?B£ n°�?B±ºî�ï�íÖð�±�² § © § #�åB¢g& �¬ ¢ X ° : [10]

We also define ã�±Ñî�ï�í�3E#Öã�°$3 ÌÐ °gÐñ ° ã�#�~}&�¬�Ý6�q©<�=��¶¸·º¹�& , and s ¢ 3 ÌÐ ¢ Ð'ñ¢ sZ#�~!&�¬6~
for all ¤ �®� . We look for approximations ò ¢ X °!#Yá!£J�ºã�±ºî�ï�í{& of the normal fluxesñ ° à Ü ¿ ¢ X °�¬�Ý at each face ©���� satisfying the following properties:



ó Linearity. ò ¢ X °1#Yá!£J�ºã�±ºî�ï�í{& is a linear function of á1£ and ã�±Ñî�ï�í .ó Conservativity. ò�¢ X ° #Yá £ �ºã ± î�ï�í{& k ò Þ�X ° #�á £ ��ã ± î�ï�í{&�3R^ for all � ¼ ½�¹ ¾r©=3 ¤ § » .ó Consistency.
§ ò�¢ X ° #{#FôJ#�~!¢�&Ñ� ¤ �5�V&º��#FôJ#�~ ° &º�U©¡�5� ¶¸·º¹ &{&d� ñ ° 	õ#Y~!&��xôJ#Y~!& Ü¿.¢ X ° ¬�Ý §6ö K #Yô�& § © § À £ , for all regular functions ô and permeability fields 	 .ó Stability. The norm of the solution á £ should be bounded by the norms of the

data W and ã . In the framework defined in [EH 07], the coercivity of the bilinear form÷ #Yä�£x]�ä�£+ø�ª�&�¾4ù�ú`#Yá!£J��åQ£�&�3 n°�?B±Ñë ì¸í ò ¢ X °1#Yá!£+��^�&Ñ#Yå ¢ �då Þ & k n°�?B±�ûFü�ý ò ¢ X °1#�á}£��U^6&qå ¢
w.r. to norm [10] ensures existence, uniqueness and stability of the solution.ó Convergence. the unique discrete solution á £ ofn°�?B± ² ò ¢ X °1#�á}£J��ã�±Ñî�ï�í{&�3 § ¤ § s ¢ � for all ¤ �o�|� [11]

should converge to á in ) � #F\�& as Àl£ÿþ ^ . The convergence should hold on general
meshes with usual shape regularity assumptions, and for )�* anisotropic heteroge-
neous permeability fields with eigenvalues uniformly bounded from below and above.

Problem [11] can be recast into the equivalent variational formulation: find á�¢o�ä £ such that ù�ú�#�á}£J�{åQ£�&�3 Û ¢ s ¢ åQ£ k � ú`#�åQ£�&Ñ� for all åQ£S�oä�£J� [12]

where the linear form
� £ is used to enforce boundary conditions. We require the

following additional properties to be satisfied: (i) the bilinear form ù@ú should be sym-
metric. This condition is so far the only way to obtain the coercivity of the scheme on
general meshes; (ii) the discretization scheme should provide fairly accurate solutions
for cellwise constant diffusion coefficients even in the case of large jumps and rough
grids frequently encountered in oil industry applications.

The most popular cell centered approaches in the oil industry are the so called
multipoint flux approximation (MPFA) schemes. The classical MPFA O method
[Aav 02, Edw 02, Gun 98] provides local explicit formulæ for the fluxes, it is exact
for piecewise linear solutions on general unstructured meshes, and allows cellwise
discontinuous, anisotropic diffusion coefficients. On the other hand, however, it may
encounter stability problems due to the lack of coercivity on very distorted meshes
or in the presence of strong anisotropies (see [Kla 06, Aav 07, AM 07]). More re-
cent MPFA methods such as the L method [AEMN 07, Aav 05] have more compact
stencils and increased stability properties. However, the coercivity and convergence
of the L method, which still have to be theoretically analysed, are likely to be mesh
and anisotropy dependent due to the lack of symmetry in the construction. Symmetric
and coercive versions of the O method have also been proposed in [LeP 05, LSY 05].
Although convergence was proved on simplicial meshes and smoothed quadrangular



or hexahedral grids, they do not apply or converge on general polygonal or polyhedral
meshes.

To our knowledge, the only cell centered finite volume scheme which is symmetric,
coercive and convergent on general meshes is the one introduced in [EH 07]. The
above-mentioned scheme is based on a hybrid discrete variational formulation using
cell and face unknowns as well as local linear interpolation operators to eliminate the
face unknowns in terms of the neighbouring cell unknowns. In this approach, the
fluxes have to be defined in a wider sense, since they connect pairs of cells whose
intersection is a set of codimension ( . In the next section, a new method based on
the same variational framework is proposed (i) for which fluxes are defined in the
usual sense; (ii) which provides a cell centered symmetric, coercive and convergent
discretization on general polygonal and polyhedral meshes; (iii) which allows strong
heterogeneity and anisotropy.

3. A symmetric, coercive, convergent cell centered finite volume scheme on
general polygonal and polyhedral meshes

The scheme discussed in this section is based on the framework developed in
[EH 07, EGH 07] using a hybrid formulation with cell and face unknowns á ¢ , ¤ ��� ,
and á}° , ©I��� . The discrete gradient reconstruction is piecewise constant on a sub-
grid, and the face unknowns á1° , ©S�D��¼ ½�¹ are locally eliminated solving a flux conti-
nuity equation.

Define the discrete function space ä|£ X ±�3Oä�£S]D��#�åQ°@&{°�?B±1øGåQ°��4ª for all ©D�r�� ,
and denote by åQ£ X ±D3 #�åQ£���åQ±@& the generic element of ä|£ X ± . The restrictions of åB±
to internal and boundary faces will be denoted by å ± ë ì¸í and by å ± î�ï�í respectively. The
function space ä £ X ± is equipped with the discrete scalar product� å £ X ± �{� £ X ±�� è�é É ��3¡n¢ ?B£ n°�?B±³² § © §¬ ¢ X ° #YåB¢���å ° &Ñ#��
¢V��� ° &Ñ:
The associated seminorm

ç Ü ç è é É � satisfies the following property:
ç å £ ç è�é 3 ���
	� � î�ï�í ê æ

ç å £ X ± ç è�é É �!:
The subgrid of each cell ¤ of the mesh is defined by the set of pyramids � ¤1°  °�?B± ² ,
of ¬ -dimensional measure

§ ¤!° § , joining the face © to the cell center ~1¢ . We denote
by �@¢ Ó the set of #Y¬��S%& -dimensional faces � of ¤!° interior to the cell ¤ such thati ¤l° 3��� ?B±³² Ó �R D© . The #Y¬V�8%'& -dimensional measure of � is denoted by

§ � § , its
barycenter by ~ � , and its unit normal vector outward to ¤ ° by ¿ ¢ Ó X � . The distance
from the barycenter of ¤ ° to W®�v� ¢ Ó  ÿ�'©. is denoted by ¬ ¢ Ó X � . The following
property holds for any polygonal or polyhedral cell ¤ ° :%§ ¤l° § m § © § ¿ ¢ X °}#�~!°���~ ¢ & j k n� ?B±³² Ó § � § ¿ ¢ Ó X � #Y~ � ��~ ¢ & j po3��l� [13]



Using (13), a consistent discrete gradient can be defined on each subcell ¤ ° by#F�xåQ£ X ±@& ¢ Ó 3 %§ ¤l° § � § © § #Yá!°x��á ¢ &�¿ ¢ X ° k n� ?B± ² Ó § � § m�� � #�åQ£���åQ±ºî�ï�í{&���å ¢Bp ¿ ¢ Ó X � �g:
The operator � � is a linear interpolation operator which uses the cell unknowns å Þ
for cells » sharing a face with the cell ¤ , �D� ¤ ° and, possibly, local boundary face
unknowns. It is consistent in the following sense: for all smooth functions ô , there
exists a constant

K #Yô�& depending only on ô such that§ � � #�#YôJ#�~}¢g&º� ¤ �r��&Ñ��#Fô+#Y~ ° &Ñ��©��o� ¶¸·º¹ &�&��eô+#Y~ � & §gö K #Yô�&�À �£ : [14]

Consider the following bilinear form on ä £ X ± ]rä £ X ± :ù�ú`#Yá!£ X ±!��åQ£ X�X ±@&�3 n¢ ?B£ n°�?B± ² � § ¤ ° § #F�xá}£ X ±@& ¢ Ó 	 ¢ #Ö�xåQ£ X ±@& ¢ Ók �.¢ X ° n� ?B±³² Ó�� Î�° Ô
§ © §¬ ¢ Ó X ��� ¢ Ó X � #�á £ X ± & � ¢ Ó X � #�å £ X ± & � � [15]

where � ¢ X ° is a positive real and the residual functions are defined as follows: for all©D�r� ¢ � ¤ �o�� � ¢ Ó X � #�åQ£ X ±@&�3 � � #YåQ£ X ±ºî�ï�í{&���å ¢ �ÿ#�~!°���~ ¢ & j #F�xåQ£ X ±@& ¢ Ó � for all ����� ¢ Ó �� ¢ Ó X ° #Yå £ X ± &�3Oå ° ��åB¢��ÿ#�~ ° ��~!¢�& j #Ö�xå £ X ± &{¢ Ó :
The stabilization term involving the residuals allows us to prove the coercivity of ù@ú
with respect to the

ç Ü ç è é É � seminorm under the usual shape regularity assumptions. In
discrete variational form the problem reads: find á £ X ± �4ä £ X ± such that á ± î�ï�í�3tã ± î�ï�í
and, for all å £ X ± �4ä æ£ X ± , ù�ú`#Yá!£ X ±l��åQ£ X ±@&�3 Û�� sÿåQ£=¬6~G�
where ä æ£ X ± is the subspace of ä|£ X ± with vanishing boundary face values. The above
formulation is equivalent to the following hybrid finite volume scheme��� �� > °�?B± ² ò ¢ X °1#�á}£J�{á}±g&�3 § ¤ § s ¢ � for all ¤ �o���ò ¢ X °1#�á}£J�{á}±g& k ò Þ�X °1#Yá!£J��á!±g&�3R^@� for all ©43 ¤ § »��r��¼ ½�¹º�á}°|3Rã�°}� for all ©��r��¶¸·º¹�� [16]

where the fluxes are defined byù�ú`#Yá!£ X ±!��åQ£ X ±@&�3 n¢ ?B£ n°�?B±³² ò ¢ X °1#�á}£J�{á}±g&Ñ#Yå ¢ ��åQ°@&º���!åQ£ X ±Z�4ä æ£ X ± :
The second equation of [16] actually involves the only face value áG° , which can there-
fore be expressed in terms of cell unknowns leading to a cell centered scheme.
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Figure 1. Convergence results for Test case 1 ( (*),+%- and .�/�.�0�1 denote, respectively,
the discrete ) � -error and the number of unknowns).

To complete the description of the method, it only remains to choose the inter-
polation operator � � . A possible choice is the second order interpolation operator
proposed in [EH 07], which was designed to reproduce linear functions. However,
oil industry applications require that the interpolation operators � � be able to handle
cellwise constant discontinuous diffusion tensors. To this purpose, we propose here
to use the L-type interpolation operator defined in [AEMN 07, Aav 05]. This interpo-
lation operator depends on the diffusion tensor and does not satisfy property (14) for
discontinuous diffusion coefficients but it guarantees that our finite volume scheme
will reproduce cellwise linear solutions for cellwise constant diffusion tensors.

By construction, the resulting scheme is symmetric and coercive on general meshes.
Convergence can be proved under mild shape regularity assumptions and for contin-
uous diffusion tensors if the L-type interpolator is used, and for )�* diffusion tensors
when the second order interpolation operator of [EH 07] is selected. However, this
increased robustness comes at the price of larger flux stencils. Indeed, when topolog-
ically Cartesian meshes are used, the stencil of the scheme is composed of (@% cells in
two dimensions and of 2q% cells in three dimensions.

4. Numerical examples on single-phase flow problems

The objective of this section is to assess the performance of the method discussed
in section 3 (henceforth refered to as “Symmetric”) on challenging diffusion problems
combining mild or strong anisotropy and distorted meshes. For the sake of complete-
ness, we shall compare the results against (i) the method of [EH 07] combined with the
L type interpolation operator and refered to as “SUCCES”, (ii) the MPFA O method
of [Aav 02] and (iii) the MPFA L method of [Aav 07].



(a) Mesh 2 (b) Solution on mesh 2

Figure 2. Mesh 2 of Test case 1 and the solution obtained by the Symmetric scheme

L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1  43 56 %798:"4;  43 "4<�7>=?"4"  �3 @A547B8:"';  43C %D47>=E"�"
2 @F3 G'@A798:"�< 563 D*;A7B8:"6 8H<F3 ;ID'7B8J"F  43 K4;A7>=E"�"
3 8� 43 G4"�7>=E"�" ;F3 L4"�7>=?"4" <F3 KA<47B8:"4< 563C I@A7B8M"F 
4  43 L4L�798:"�< G63 545�7B8:"6  �3 L�L47B8:"4< G63 54G�7B8M"F 

SUCCES Symmetric
i umin umax umin umax
1 ;F3 <'@A798:"4;  43 "4"�7>=?"4"  �3 5�<47B8:"';  43C %D47>=E"�"
2 G63 ;�<�798:"�< 563 @4@A7B8:"6 @*3 @�K�7B8:"4<  43 "4G�7>=E"�"
3 <63 K�5�798:"�< 563C #5�7B8:"6 <F3 K* #7B8:"4< 563 ;�G�7B8M"F 
4  43 L'@A798:"�< G63 5'@A7B8:"6  �3 L4K�7B8:"4< G63 545�7B8M"F 

Table 1. Minimum and maximum solution values for Test case 1 ( N�35%�^ ).
4.1. Test case 1

We solve the anisotropic diffusion test case introduced in [LeP 05] on a family
of highly-skewed mesh of the domain \ µ � ^q�³% � � containing both triangular and
quadrangular elements. Here and in the following test cases, the meshes are indexed
by N��DÆ starting from the coarsest mesh N�3E% . The mesh ( of Test case % is plotted



L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1  43 56 %798:"4;  43 "�D47>=?"4" 8H<F3 KAG47B8J"F  43 G6 %7>=E"�"
2 8ODP3 ;AD47B8M"F  43 @4;A7>=?"4" 8H<F3 ;* #7>=Q"�" ;F3 5'@A7>=E"�"
3 8H563 G6 %7B8M"�<  43C #5�7>=?"4" 8BK*3 54K�7B8J"F  43C 4 %7>=E"�"
4 8BKF3 ;�G�7B8M"F  43 G4G�7>=?"4" 8B;*3 "F #7B8J"F 563 "'KA7B8M"F 

SUCCES Symmetric
1 ;F3 D'"�798:"4;  43 "4"�7>=?"4"  �3 5�G47B8:"';  43C #L�7>=E"�"
2 G63C #5�798:"�< 563 @4@A7B8:"6 @*3 L4K�7B8:"4<  43C 4 %7>=E"�"
3 <63 K�G�798:"�< 563 ;�"�7B8:"6 <F3 D4G47B8:"4< 563 <'KA7B8M"F 
4  43 L'@A798:"�< G63 54G�7B8:"6  �3 L4K�7B8:"4< G63 545�7B8M"F 

Table 2. Minimum and maximum solution values for Test case 1 ( N�35%�^ � ).
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Figure 3. Convergence results for Test case 2 ( (*),+%- and .�/�.�0�1 denote, respectively,
the discrete ) � -error and the number of unknowns).

in Figure 2 together with the solution obtained with the Symmetric scheme. The exact
solution and the expression for the permeability coefficient are given below:

áo3IÁR�
	G#TS1~}&gÁU�
	�#VSXW@&º� 	�3 %~ � k W � Y N~ � k W � #ZN`�8%'&�~[W#VN¦�8%'&�~\W ~ � k N'W �^] : [17]

Here and in what follows, we shall understand that Dirichlet boundary conditions are
given on each boundary edge ©9�8� ¼ ½�¹ by á.#Y~ ° & , and that the forcing term is equal
to �d� Ü #F	��xá1& . The parameter N is in fact the ratio between the minimum and the
maximum eigenvalue of 	 . In Figure 4 we compare the four schemes in terms of the
discrete ) � -error for N�35%'^ and N�35%'^ � .

In this and in the following test cases the exact solution is chosen in such a way
that its extrema on the unit square domain are á`_�¼ ½Z3�^ and áa_>b�·|3 % respectively.
The extrema of the discrete solution are listed in Tables 4 and 4. When such values
fall beyond the interval #F^@�³%& , a violation of the maximum principle occurs.



L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1  43 K�5�798:"4;  43 "4<�7>=?"4" @*3 K�K�7B8:<  43 @�"�7>=E"�"
2 <63 K�"�798:"�< 563 G4G�7B8:"6 8� �3 "4K�7B8J"F  43 D'5�7>=E"�"
3  43 "'@A798:"AD  43 "6 %7>=?"4" K*3 D4G47B8:"�D  43 ;�"�7>=E"�"
4 KF3 @�"�798:"AD  43 "4"�7>=?"4" 8B;*3 5�G47>=Q"�" DP3 5'KA7>=E"�"
5 8� 43 @F %7B8M"AD  43 "4"�7>=?"4" 8� �3 @A"47>=Q"F <63 KAD47>=E"F 
6 8B@F3 @F %7B8M"4K  43 "4"�7B8:"4" 8� �3 G�"47>=Q"�" ;F3 <4"�7>=E"�"

SUCCES Symmetric
1 DP3 <4<�798:"4; G63 54G�7B8:"6 8HGF3 ;A<47B8J"F ;F3 G�D47>=E"�"
2  43 ;4;A798:"4; 563 L4<�7B8:"6 8� �3 <AD'7B8J"F  43 54<�7>=E"�"
3 L63 D'"�798:"�< 563 G�D47B8:"6 8� �3 D'@�7B8J"4;  43 ;�5�7>=E"�"
4 KF3 ;�<�798:"AD 563 54L�7B8:"6 D63 <�547B8:"�D  43C 4 %7>=E"�"
5  43 <4"�798:"AD  43 "4"�7B8:"4" GF3 G4;�7B8:"'K  43 "�D47>=E"�"
6 KF3 @4@A798:"4K  43 "4"�7B8:"4" @*3 "4@�7B8:"'K  43 "4"�7>=E"�"

Table 3. Minimum and maximum solution values for Test case 2.

L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1 563 5'KA798:"�<  43 "4"H=?"4" GF3 @A"47B8:"4< 563 @�<�7B8M"F 
2 ;F3 <4<�798:"�< 563 L4L�7B8:"6 ;*3 ;�K�7B8:"4< 563 56 %7B8M"F 
3  43 "4L�798:"�< 563 @�5�7B8:"6  �3 "F #7B8:"4< 563 54L�7B8M"F 
4 L63C 4 %798:"AD 563 G4L�7B8:"6 K*3 @* #7B8:"�D 563 54G�7B8M"F 

SUCCES Symmetric
1 @F3 G';A798:"�< G63 KAD47B8:"6 ;*3c dD'7B8:"4< 563 G�D47B8M"F 
2  43 54<�798:"�< G63 5'KA7B8:"6 LF3 D'@�7B8:"�D 563 54G�7B8M"F 
3 563C #5�798:"AD 563 <4<�7B8:"6 ;*3 @ID'7B8:"�D  43 "4"�7B8M"�"
4 KF3 D'<�798:"AD 563 K4KA7B8:"6  �3 D4547B8:"�D  43 "4"�7>=E"�"

Table 4. Minimum and maximum solution values for test 3, mesh family 4.1.

4.2. Test case 2

In this test case we combine a randomly distorted mesh with a highly-anisotropic
uniform permeability tensor. The exact solution and the permeability coefficient are
chosen as follows:

ár3IÁR�e	G#VS1~!&gÁR�
	�#TSXW@&Ñ� 	�3 Y %'^6f ^^ % ] :
In Figure 3 we compare the four schemes in terms of the discrete ) � -error. The ex-
trema of the discrete solution are listed in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4. Convergence results for Test case 3 ( (*),+%- and .�/�.�0�1 denote, respectively,
the discrete ) � -error and the number of unknowns).

L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1 ;F3 @�<�798:"�< 563 545�7B8:"6 ;*3 D'K�7B8:"4< 563 5';A7B8M"F 
2 L63 @�<�798:"AD 563 G4L�7B8:"6 LF3c %<47B8:"�D 563 5'@A7B8M"F 
3 <63 "6 %798:"AD 563 5';A7B8:"6 ;*3 @�;�7B8:"�D 563 545�7B8M"F 
4  43 @�"�798:"AD 563 5'KA7B8:"6  �3 KA<47B8:"�D 563 545�7B8M"F 

SUCCES Symmetric
1 ;F3 D*KA798:"�< 563 K4;A7B8:"6 @*3c %L47B8:"�D 563 54<�7B8M"F 
2 L63C #5�798:"AD 563 L4"�7B8:"6  �3 LF #7B8:"�D 563 545�7B8M"F 
3 ;F3 G6 %798:"AD 563 @4KA7B8:"6 LF3 @�K�7B8:"'K  43 "4"�7B8M"�"
4  43 L4"�798:"AD 563 G4<�7B8:"6 <F3 L4@�7B8:"'K  43 "4"�7B8M"�"

Table 5. Minimum and maximum solution values for Test case 3, mesh family 4.2.

4.3. Test case 3

In this test case we solve a problem with moderate anisotropy on the two families
of Kershaw meshes provided for the FVCA5 benchmark labelled 4.1 and 4.2 (see
[HH 07]) respectively. The exact solution and the permeability coefficient are chosen
as follows: áo35%�gB~�#�%���~!&hW1#�%
�iW@&º� 	�3 Y %6: j ^q: j^q: j %6: j ] :
In Figure 4 we compare the four schemes in terms of the discrete ) � -error. The ex-
trema of the discrete solution are listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.2.
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Figure 5. Convergence results for Test case 4 ( ('),+%- an .�/�.k0�1 denote, respectively,
the discrete ) � -error and the number of unknowns).

L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1 8HG63 ;�"�7B8M"F  43 K�G�7>=?"4" 8HGF3 KAG47B8J"4; ;F3 <45�7>=E"�"
2 8H<63 K�L�7>=E"4; <63 <'KA7>=?"'; 8� �3 @AL47B8J"4;  43C %D47>=E"�"
3 8BKF3 @�"�7>=E"�< KF3 54L�7>=?"4< 8H5F3 ;�@�7B8J"�<  43 "�D47>=E"�"
4 8H<63 D*@A7>=E"�< <63 K4;A7>=?"4< 8BK*3 54@�7B8J"�<  43 "';A7>=E"�"

SUCCES Symmetric
1 8H<63 ;4;A7B8M"�< L63 "4G�7B8:"6 8� �3 "F #7>=Q"�" 563 5'@A7B8M"F 
2 8BKF3 ;AD47B8M"�< @F3 ;�L�7B8:"6 8B;*3 54;�7B8J"F  43 "4<�7>=E"�"
3 8H563 @AD47B8M"�< @F3 56 %7B8:"6 8� �3 <�G47B8J"F  43 "';A7>=E"�"
4 8� 43 "'@A7B8M"4; G63 <�D47B8:"6 8B@*3 @AL47B8J"4;  43 "6 %7>=E"�"

Table 6. Minimum and maximum solution values for Test case 4, mesh family 4.1.

L scheme O scheme
i umin umax umin umax
1 8H<63 G'@A7>=E"�" KF3 D4D47>=?"4" 8H<F3c #K�7B8J"4;  43 D'G�7>=E"�"
2 8� 43 ;�L�7>=E"�<  43 ;�L�7>=?"4< 8HLF3 KAG47B8J"�<  43 "4L�7>=E"�"
3 8ODP3 KAD47>=E"4K DP3 @�<�7>=?"'K 8H<F3 <4;�7B8J"�<  43 "';A7>=E"�"
4 8� 43 L4G�7>=E"AD  43 @F %7>=?"�D 8B;*3 "�"47B8J"�<  43 "6 %7>=E"�"

SUCCES Symmetric
1 8H<63 G';A7B8M"AD @F3 54<�7B8:"6 8H<F3 K* #7B8J"F 563 54G�7B8M"F 
2 8B;F3 G4<�7B8M"AD G63 K4KA7B8:"6 8HGF3c #K�7B8J"4; 563 5'KA7B8M"F 
3 8� 43 D4D47B8M"AD G63 54L�7B8:"6 8H<F3 L4K�7B8J"4;  43 "4"�7>=E"�"
4 8B@F3 54L�7B8M"4K 563 ;4;A7B8:"6 8B;*3 "�L47B8J"4;  43 "4"�7>=E"�"

Table 7. Minimum and maximum solution values for Test case 4, mesh family 4.2.



4.4. Test case 4

We consider again the anisotropic test case [17] with NS3 %�^�f and we solve it
on the two Kershaw mesh families used in §4.3. In Figure 5 we compare the four
schemes in terms of the discrete ) � -error. The extrema of the discrete solution are
listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.3.

5. Conclusion

As expected, both the symmetric and coercive schemes display an increased ro-
bustness in terms of convergence behavior with respect to the distorsion of the mesh
and the anisotropy of the diffusion tensor. In terms of monotonicity, the comparison is
less clear, since all test cases are beyond the monotonicity zone. Nevertheless, both the
symmetric and the SUCCES schemes provide good results compared with the L and
O methods. However, these increased convergence properties on difficult anisotropic
problems are obtained at the expense of larger scheme and flux stencils, and additional
work is still needed done to find more compact finite volume schemes ensuring such
robust convergence properties.
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